The World Beyond Your Head: On Becoming an Individual in an Age of Distraction Matthew B. Crawford Farrar, StrauS and Giroux (2015) In this follow-up to his Shop Class as Soulcraft (Penguin, 2009 ), philosopher-mechanic Matthew Crawford looks at the toll that the assault of constant advertisements, mobile-phone calls and more are having on our collective psyche. The resulting fragmentation and dissociation are well documented. Crawford's solutionscreating an "ethics of attention" and reclaiming "the real" through, for instance, craft -are pragmatic, but the rather belaboured philosophical overlay sometimes wars with his message.
Beyond: Our Future in Space
Chris Impey W. W. norton (2015) Does navigating a pure vacuum while "strapped to a barely controlled chemical explosion" appeal? Yes -to a select proportion of us, notes astronomer Chris Impey in this bold, elegant and engaging exploration of space travel past, present and future. Impey ranges widely, over a variant of the dopamine-controlling gene DRD4 that may encourage astronauts to seek novelty; the work of visionaries such as rocket scientist Konstantin Tsiolkovsky; the trajectories of national space programmes; advances in robotics and exoplanet discoveries; the potential for extraterrestrial life; and far beyond. 
